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Abstract. Artificial agents engaged in real world applications require accurate
resource allocation strategies. For instance, open systems may require artificial
agents with the capability to filter out all information which are irrelevant with
respect to the actual intentions and goals. In this work we develop a model of
surprise-driven belief update. We formally define a strategy for epistemic reason-
ing of a BDI-inspired agent, where surprise is the causal precursor of a belief
update process. According to this strategy, an agent should update his beliefs
only with inputs which are surprising and relevant with respect to his current in-
tentions. We also compare in practice the performances of agents using a surprise-
driven strategy of belief update and agents using traditional reasoning processes.

“A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention,
and a need to allocate that attention efficiently”

[H. A. Simon talks at Johns Hopkins & CIOS Conf. in Tokyo, Fall 1969].

1 Introduction

Realistic cognitive agents are by definition resource-bounded [1], hence they should not
waste time and energy in reasoning out and reconsider their knowledge on the basis of
every piece of information they get. They need some filter mechanism which is respon-
sible: 1) for signaling the inconsistency between beliefs and an incoming input which is
relevant with respect to the current task; 2) for the revision of beliefs and expectations
on the basis of the incoming relevant information. Our claim is that one of the main
functions of surprise in cognitive agents is exactly this. In this work we will develop a
computational model of a cognitive agent where a surprise-based filter of belief change
is implemented. The computational model we will present consists in the operational-
ization of two general hypothesis. On one hand, we suppose that at each moment an
agent is focused and allocates his attention on a particular task that he is trying to solve
and on a certain number of intentions which represent the pragmatic solutions that the
agent has selected in order to accomplish the task [2]. The agent ignores all incoming
inputs which are not relevant with respect to the current task on which he is focused
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and only considers those information which are relevant. On the other hand, we sup-
pose that if a relevant input turns out to be incompatible with respect to the pre-existent
beliefs of the agent, surprise arises. The surprise reaction is a causal precursor of a be-
lief update process. In fact, a surprise with a certain intensity relative to the incoming
relevant input “signals” to the agent that things are not going as expected and that be-
liefs must be reconsidered. Other authors [3,4] have attributed to surprise a precise and
crucial functional role in mind by stressing that it is perhaps the most important causal
precursor of a process of belief change.1 The main objective of this paper is to clarify
such a functional role of surprise in mind by integrating a surprise-based mechanism of
belief update into a belief − desire − intention (BDI) computational model [7,8].
The BDI is a well-established framework which is aimed at describing an agent’s men-
tal process of deciding moment by moment on the basis of current beliefs, which action
to perform in order to achieve some goals.2 The computational model of surprise-based
belief change presented in this paper has also the ambition to bridge the existing gap
between formal and computational models of belief change and psychological models
of belief dynamics. Indeed, most of the authors in the tradition of belief change the-
ory have been mainly interested in finding rationality principles and postulates driving
belief change (this is for instance the main purpose of the classical AGM theory [10])
without investigating the causal precursors of this kind of process (they have implicitly
assumed that when an agent perceives some fact such a perception is always a precursor
of a belief change).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide the abstract model of a
BDI cognitive agent by formalizing his informational attitudes (volatile beliefs and
expectations which change over time and the stable knowledge about the dependencies
of objects in the environment) and motivational attitudes (intentions and desires). In
section 3 we apply the abstract model of a BDI cognitive agent to a specific foraging
scenario. In section 4 the cognitive architectures of two general typologies of BDI
agents are designed. The first typology corresponds to a standard BDI agent [7,8].
The second typology corresponds to a BDI agent endowed with a surprise-based filter
of belief update (we call it BDIS agent). In section 5 we report the results of some
simulative studies in the scenario described in section 3. We compare the performances
of the BDI agent and BDIS agent in different conditions of environmental dynamism.

2 The Abstract Model of an Agent’s Mental State

The abstract model of an agent’s mental state is made of a set of n ≤ 1 random variables
VAR = {X1, ..., Xn}. We suppose that each random variable Xi ∈ VAR takes values
from the set V alXi = {x1, ..., xr}, with r > 1. For each set V alXi we define the
corresponding set InstXi = {(Xi = x1), ..., (Xi = xr)} of all possible instantiations

1 Other functional roles have been attributed to surprise. For instance, some authors conceive
surprise as a shortcut for attention [5]. The felt feedback of surprise is responsible for redirect-
ing attention towards the unexpected and surprising stimuli, and for concentrating cognitive
resources on them. According to other authors surprise is responsible for a shift from an auto-
matic level of performance to a deliberate level [6].

2 The idea to introduce emotions in a BDI system is not new. See for example [9].



of random variable Xi. Besides, we write Inst =
⋃

Xi∈VAR InstXi to denote the set of
all possible instantiations of all random variables.

We have a set Γ ⊆ Inst of perceived data which fixes the value of certain variables
that an agent perceives at a certain moment. For example, Γ = {(Xi = xi)} means
“an agent sees that the observable variable Xi has value xi”. We denote with ΓV ar =
{Xi ∈ VAR|∃xi s.t.(Xi = xi) ∈ Γ} the subset of VAR which includes the variables
that an agent observes at a certain moment, that is, all those variables which have (at
least) one instantiation in Γ . Here we suppose that for all Xi ∈ ΓV ar, InstXi ∩ Γ is a
singleton, that is, we suppose that an agent cannot perceive two different instantiations
of the same variable. We use the notation Γ (Xi) to denote that singleton, that is, for
any Xi ∈ ΓV ar, InstXi ∩ Γ = Γ (Xi).

We also use a simple bayesian network K which represents the joint probability
distribution over the set of random variables VAR. A bayesian network is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes are labeled by the random variables in VAR and
the edges represents the causal influence between the random variables in VAR. Given
an arbitrary random variable X (i.e. an arbitrary node) in the bayesian network K we
denote with anc(X) the ancestors of X . Formally, Z is an ancestor of X in the bayesian
network K if there is a directed path from Z to X in K . Moreover, given an arbitrary
random variable X in the bayesian network K , we denote with par(X) the parents of
X in the bayesian network. Formally, Z is a parent of X in the bayesian network K if Z
is an ancestor of X in K which is directly connected to Z . Finally, we associate to each
random variable X in K a conditional probability distribution P (X |par(X)), where
each conditional probability distribution can be represented in terms of a conditional
probability table. The bayesian network K encodes the agent’s causal knowledge of the
environment. Here we suppose that this part of the agent’s knowledge is stable and can
not be reconsidered.

In our general model, we also encodes the agent’s beliefs and expectations that can
change over time, i.e. the agent’s volatile expectations and beliefs [11]. Given a ran-
dom variable Xi ∈ VAR, we denote with

∑
Xi

the set of all possible probability
distributions over the random variable Xi. Then, we denote with

∏
Xi∈VAR

∑
Xi

the
set of all possible combinations of probability distributions over the random variables
in VAR. Besides, we denote with σ, σ′, ... ∈ ∏

Xi∈VAR

∑
Xi

specific combinations
{σ1, ..., σn} , {σ′

1, ..., σ
′
n} , ... of probability distributions over each random variables in

VAR. Given a certain σ, every σi ∈ σ corresponds to a set σi ={[(Xi = x1) = a1] , ...,
[(Xi =xr)=ar]} of probability assignments a1, ..., ar ∈ [0, 1] to each possible instan-
tiations of the variable Xi. Now, we denote with B =

⋃
σi∈σ σi, B

′ =
⋃

σ′
i∈σ′ σ′

i, ...

specific configurations of beliefs of the agent, and with BEL =
{⋃

σi∈σ σi|σ ∈∏
Xi∈VAR

∑
Xi

}
the set of all possible configurations of beliefs of the agent. Given a

specific configuration of beliefs B =
⋃

σi∈σ σi, we write B(Xi = xj) = aj if and only
if [(Xi = xj) = aj ] ∈ σi. Thus, B(Xi = xj) = 0.4 means that given the configuration
of beliefs B the agent assigns probability 0.4 to the fact that variable Xi takes value xj .
We denote with B(Xi = xj) the number aj ∈ [0, 1] such that B(Xi = xj) = aj .

We also model motivational attitudes by denoting with INT the set of potential
intentions of an agent. Here we suppose that every instantiation of a variable in VAR
is a potential intention of the agent, that is, we suppose that INT = Inst. Thus every



instantiation of a variable corresponds to a result that the agent can intend to achieve.
We denote with I, I ′, ... ∈ 2INT specific sets of intentions of the agent. Given a specific
set I of intentions of the agent, we denote with IV ar = {Xi ∈ VAR|∃xi s.t.(Xi = xi)
∈ I} the subset of VAR which includes all intended variables, that is, all those variables
which have (at least) one instantiation in I . As for intentions, we specify a set DES =
Inst of potential desires. We denote with D, D′, ... ∈ 2DES specific sets of desires of
the agent.

We specify a set MER of means-end rules and a set PR of planning rules. A means-
end rule in MER is a desire-generation rule in the style of [12] of the form:

ψ1, ..., ψs|λ1, ..., λj =⇒ ϕ1, ..., ϕt. Such a rule is responsible for generating t de-
sires ϕ1, ..., ϕt when the agent has s beliefs ψ1, ..., ψs and j intentions λ1, ..., λj . The
set MER of means-end rules corresponds to the function options : BEL × 2INT �→
2DES. This function returns a specific set D of desires, given a specific configuration B
of beliefs and a specific set I of intentions. A planning rule in PR is a plan-generation
rule of the form: ψ1, ..., ψs|λ1, ..., λj =⇒ ϕ1, ..., ϕt. Such a rule is responsible for gen-
erating t plans ϕ1, ..., ϕt ∈ Π , where Π is the repertoire of actions of our agent, when
the agent has s beliefs ψ1, ..., ψs and j intentions λ1, ..., λj . The set PR of planning
rules corresponds to a function: plan : BEL × 2INT �→ 2Π . This function returns a
set π of plans, given a specific set B of beliefs and specific set I of intentions.

To summarize, a mental state of an agent is defined in our abstract model as a tuple
(B, D, I, K, MER, PR, Π), where each element in the tuple is defined as before.

3 From the Abstract Model to the Experimental Scenario

Our experimental scenario is represented by the 8 × 8 grid in Fig. 1a. An agent moves
in the grid being driven by the goal of finding fruits of a certain color, according to the
ongoing season. Indeed, agents look for fruits of different colors in different seasons of
the year. We suppose that there are three different seasons and related colors of fruits
and trees: the red season, the blue season and the green season. Agents are intrinsically
motivated to look for and to eat red fruits during the red season, blue fruits during
the blue season and green fruits during the green season. Environmental dynamics are
characterized by periodic season cycles: after st rounds the season changes on the basis
of a periodic function and the intrinsic motivation of an agent changes accordingly.
Fruits of any color occupy cells (i, j) (with 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 ), whilst trees of
any color occupy macro areas i of size 2 × 2 (with 1 ≤ i ≤ 16) in the grid depicted in
Fig. 1a. We suppose that at each moment for every color there is exactly one fruit and
tree of that color in the grid. We suppose an objective dependence between trees and
fruits in the grid. Indeed, a fruit of a certain color is a sign of the presence of a fruit of
the same color in the immediate neighborhood. Agents exploit these signs during their
search of fruits. We suppose that a tree of any color is randomly placed in a macro area
i of size 2 × 2. Given a tree of a certain color in a macro area i of size 2 × 2, a fruit of
the same color is randomly placed by the environment simulator in one of the four cells
inside the macro area i. For example, if a red tree is in the macro area 1 of the grid then
for each cell (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3) and (1, 4) there is 0.25 of probability that a red fruit is
located in that cell. Fruits and trees change periodically their positions in the grid. More



Fig. 1. (a) The Environment grid; (b) The Bayesian Network

precisely, the dynamism factor δ indicates how many seasons have to pass before a tree
location changes. We impose constraints on the perceptual capabilities of agents and the
related set Γ of perceived data by supposing that an agent sees only those fruits which
are in the cells belonging to the same macro-area in which the agent is. For example,
if the agent is in cell (6, 1), he only see those fruits which are in the cells belonging to
the macro area 6. Moreover we suppose that an agent sees only those trees which are
situated in the same macro-area in which the agent is or in the four neighbouring macro
areas on the left, right, up or down. For example, if the agent is in cell (6, 1), he only
see those trees which are in macro areas 2, 5, 7, 10.

The knowledge of our agents is encoded by means of 8 random variables VAR =
{SEASON, POS, RF, BF, GF, RT, BT, GT }. RF , BF , GF take values from the
sets V alRF = V alBF = V alBF = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ 16, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4}, whilst RT , BT ,
GT take values from the set V alRT = V alBT = V alBT = {i|1 ≤ i ≤ 16}. Fi-
nally, V alSEAS = {red, blue, green} and V alPOS = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ 16, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4}.
Variables RF , BF , GF specify respectively the position of a red/blue/green fruit in
the grid depicted in Fig. 1a. Variables RT , BT , GT specify respectively the posi-
tion of a red/blue/green tree in the grid. For example, RT = 13 means “there is a
red tree in the macro area 13”. Variable SEAS specifies the current season. For ex-
ample, SEASON = blue means “it is time to look for blue fruits!”. Finally, Vari-
able POS specifies the position of the agent in the grid. We suppose that the vari-
ables in VAR are organized in the bayesian network K as follows: par(POS) = {∅},
par(SEAS) = {∅}, par(RT ) = {∅}, par(BT ) = {∅}, par(GT ) = {∅}, par(RF ) =
{RT }, par(BF ) = {BT }, par(GF ) = {GT }. This leads to the bayesian network K
depicted in Fig. 1b. Since there are 64 possible positions of a fruit in the grid and 16
possible positions of a tree in the grid, each conditional probability table associated with
P (RF |RT ), P (BF |BT ) and P (GF |GT ) has 64 × 16 = 1024 entries. We suppose
that the knowledge of an agent about the dependencies between trees and fruits perfectly
maps the objective dependencies between trees and fruits. Hence, we only specify for
each tree of a certain color (RT , BT or GT ) and arbitrary macro area i ∈ {1, ..., 16}
in the grid in which a tree can appear, the 4 conditional probabilities that a fruit of the
same color appears in one cell in that macro area. We suppose for each of them the
same value 0.25. All other conditional probabilities have value 0, that is, given a tree of



certain color which appears in an arbitrary macro area i ∈ {1, ..., 16}, the probability
that there is a fruit of the same color outside that macro area is zero. More precisely, we
have that:

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 P (RF = (i, 1)|RT = i) = P (RF = (i, 2)|RT = i) = P (RF =
(i, 3)|RT = i) = P (RF = (i, 4)|RT = i) = 0.25;
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 16 if j �= i then P (RF = (j, 1)|RT = i) = P (RF = (j, 2)|RT =
i) = P (RF = (j, 3)|RT = i) = P (RF = (j, 4)|RT = i) = 0.

Means-end rules in MER are exploited by agents for solving the general task of finding
a fruit of a certain color in the grid. Agents are endowed with three general classes of
means-end rules. The first class includes means-end rules of the following form. For
i ∈ V alSEAS: [(SEAS = i) = 1] =⇒ SEAS = i.

Such means-end rules are responsible for changing the intrinsic motivation of an
agent, according to the season change, that is: if an agent is certain that it is time to look
for fruits of kind i (red, blue or green), then he should form the desire to look for fruits
of kind i.3 The second class includes means-end rules of the following form. For

1 ≤ i ≤ 16: [(RT = i) = 1] |SEAS = red =⇒ RT = i,
[(BT = i) = 1] |SEAS = blue =⇒ BT = i,
[(RT = i) = 1] |SEAS = green =⇒ GT = i.

Such means-end rules are responsible for orienting the search of an agent towards a cer-
tain macro area, according to the current season (i.e. an intention to find fruits of a cer-
tain color) and his beliefs about the position of trees in the grid. For example, if an agent
is certain that there is a red tree in the macro area 3 of the grid (i.e. [(RT = 3) = 1]) and
intends to find a red fruit (i.e. SEAS = red), then he should form the desire to reach
that position of a red tree (i.e. RT = 3). Finally, agents are endowed with means-end
rules of the following form. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4:

[(RF = (i, j)) = 1] |SEAS = red =⇒ RF = (i, j),
[(BF = (i, j)) = 1] |SEAS = blue =⇒ BF = (i, j),
[(RF = (i, j)) = 1] |SEAS = green =⇒ GF = (i, j).

Such means-end rules are responsible for orienting the search of an agent towards a
certain cell, according to the current season (i.e. an intention to find fruits of a certain
color) and his beliefs about the position of fruits in the grid. For example, if an agent
intends to find a blue fruit (i.e. SEAS = blue) and he is certain that there is a blue fruit
in cell (10, 1) of the grid (i.e. [(BF = 10, 1) = 1]), then he should form the desire to
move towards that position of the blue fruit (i.e. BF = (10, 1)). Our agents have a re-
duced repertoire of actions Π = {MoveDown, MoveUp, MoveLeft, MoveRight}.
Indeed, at each round they can only move from one cell to the next one. Planning rules
encode approaching policies which depend on the agent’s current intentions and his
actual position in the grid. Agents have both planning rules for reaching macro areas
in the grid (given their current positions) and planning rules for reaching cells in the

3 In our experimental setting agents are always notified of the fact the season has changed.
Therefore, at the beginning of a new season, an agent is certain that it is time to look for fruits
of a different color and forms the desire to look for fruits of a different color.



grid (given their current positions). The latter planning rules are exploited for the local
search of a fruit of a certain color inside a macro area. Examples of these planning rules
are the following:

[(POS = (15, 1)) = 1] |RT = 3 =⇒ MoveUp,
[(POS = (10, 2)) = 1] |RF = 10, 4 =⇒ MoveDown.

For instance, according to first planning rule, if an agent intends to reach position 3 of
a red tree and is certain to be in cell (15, 1) then he should form the plan to move up.4.

4 Surprise-Based Filter of Belief Update

Our general aim in this section is to model two different typologies of agents. The first
type of agent corresponds to a standard BDI agent whose control loop is described in
the right column of Table 1. The second type of agent, whose control loop is described
in the left column of Table 1, is a BDI agent endowed with a surprise-based filter of
belief update. We call this second type of agent BDIS agent. The formal description
of the control loop of the standard BDI agent is similar to [7,8]. In lines 1-2 the beliefs
and intentions of the agent are initialized. The main control loop is in lines 3-10. In lines
4-5 the agent perceives some new facts Γ and updates his beliefs according to a function
bu. In line 6 the agent generates new desires by exploiting his means-end rules. In line
7 he deliberates over the new generated desires and his current intentions according to
the function filter.5 Finally, in lines 8-9 the agent generates a plan for achieving his

Table 1. The two typologies of agents

BDIS agent control loop BDI agent control loop

1. B := B0; 1. B := B0;
2. I := I0; 2. I := I0;
3. while (true) do 3. while (true) do
4. get new percept Γ ; 4. get new percept Γ ;
5. if S(I, Γ, B) > Δ then 5. B := bu(Γ, B);
6. B := bu∗(Γ, B, I); 6. D := options(B, I);
7. end-if 7. I := filter(B, D, I);
8. D := options(B, I); 8. π := plan(B, I);
9. I := filter(B, D, I); 9. execute(π);
10. π := plan(B, I); 10. end-while
11. execute(π);
12. end-while

4 In our experimental setting agents have always access to their current position in the grid.
5 Space restrictions prevent a formal description of the function filter here (see [7] for a de-

tailed analysis). Let us only note that this function is responsible for updating the agent’s
intentions with his previous intentions and current beliefs and desires (i.e. filter : BEL ×
2INT × 2DES �→ 2INT ).



intentions by exploiting his planning rules and he executes an action of the current plan.
The main difference between the standard BDI agent and the BDIS agent is the belief
update part in the control loop. We suppose that a process of belief update is triggered
in the BDIS agent only if the agent perceives a fact and evaluates this as incompatible
with respect to the knowledge he has about the things he intends to achieve (line 5
in the control loop of the BDIS agent). In this sense, the BDIS is endowed with a
cognitive mechanism of surprise-based belief change. In fact, this mechanism filters
out all perceived facts that are irrelevant with respect to the current intentions. Thus, the
BDIS agent only updates his beliefs by inputs which are surprising and relevant with
respect to his current intentions. Differently, at each round the standard BDI agent
updates his beliefs indiscriminately: for any fact he perceives, he updates his beliefs
whether the perceived fact is relevant with respect to his intentions or not. In order to
model the triggering role of surprise in the BDIS agent, we specify a local surprise
function noted by s(Y = y, Γ, B). Suppose that (Y = y) ∈ I then:

s(Y =y, Γ, B)=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − B(Γ (Y ))
Condition A : [if Y ∈ ΓV ar]

|B(Y =y)−P (Y = y| {Xi = xi|Xi ∈ par(Y ), Xi = xi ∈ Γ})|
Condition B : [if par(Y ) ⊆ ΓV ar and Y /∈ ΓV ar]

0
Condition C : [if par(Y ) �⊆ ΓV ar and Y /∈ ΓV ar]

(1)
According to this function, the degree of local surprise due to the percept Γ and in-
tended fact Y = y ∈ I is: a) equal to the degree of unexpectedness of the percept Γ ,
when the intended variable Y is also a perceived variable in ΓV ar (i.e. there exists an
instantiation of Y which is an element of Γ );6 b) equal to the degree of discrepancy
between the intended fact Y = y and the percept Γ , defined by the absolute value of
the difference between the probability assigned to Y = y (i.e. B(Y = y)) and the
conditional probability that Y = y is true given that the perceived instantiations of the
parents of Y are true (i.e. P (Y = y| {Xi = xi|Xi ∈ par(Y ), Xi = xi ∈ Γ})), when
the intended fact Y = y is not an instantiation of a perceived variable in ΓV ar and the
parents of Y in the bayesian network K are perceived variables in ΓV ar;7 c) 0, when
the intended fact Y = y is not an instantiation of a perceived variable in ΓV ar and not
all Y ’s parents in the bayesian network K are perceived variables in ΓV ar. This third
condition corresponds to the irrelevance of the incoming input Γ with respect to the
agent’s intention Y = y. Under this third condition, the agent simply ignores the input,
hence he is not surprised by what he perceives.

We define a global surprise function S(I, Γ, B) which returns the maximum value of
local surprise for each intended fact Y = y ∈ I .

S(I, Γ, B) = max
Y =y∈I

s(Y = y, Γ, B) (2)

6 According to this function, the degree of unexpectedness of the percept Γ is inversely propor-
tional to the probability assigned by the agent to the perceived instantiation of the intended
variable Y , i.e. B(Γ (Y )). This is similar to the notion of unexpectedness studied in [13].

7 This corresponds to a sort of surprise based on an inferential process.



This function is used in the control loop of the BDIS agent: if the new percept Γ is
responsible for generating a degree of global surprise higher than Δ (with Δ ∈ [0, 1])
then a process of belief update is triggered and the BDIS agent adjusts his beliefs with
the perceived data Γ according to a function bu∗. The belief update function bu∗ of the
BDIS agent takes in input the set of intentions I , the belief configuration B and the
percept Γ and returns an update belief configuration B′, that is bu∗ : 2Inst × BEL ×
2INT �→ BEL. More precisely, suppose that bu∗(Γ, B, I) = B′ then for all Y ∈ VAR:

1. if Y ∈ IV ar and Y ∈ ΓV ar then
B′(Γ (Y )) = 1 and ∀(Y = xi) ∈ InstY /Γ (Y ), B′(Y = xi) = 0

2. if Y ∈ IV ar and par(Y ) ⊆ ΓV ar and Y /∈ ΓV ar then
∀(Y = y) ∈ InstY , B′(Y = y) = P (Y = y| {Xi = xi|Xi ∈ par(Y ),
Xi = xi ∈ Γ})

3. otherwise,
∀(Y = y) ∈ InstY , B′(Y = y) = B(Y = y)

According to the previous formal characterization of the function bu∗, the BDIS agent
only reconsiders the probability distributions over intended random variable Y ∈ IV ar.
In fact, we suppose that the BDIS agent only reconsiders those beliefs which are di-
rectly related with his intentions, since he allocates his attention on the current task he
is trying to solve. More precisely: if Y is both an intended random variable in IV ar and
a perceived variable in ΓV ar, then the updated probability distribution over Y assigns
probability 1 to the perceived instantiation Γ (Y ) of variable Y and probability 0 to all
the other instantiations of variable Y (condition 1); if Y is an intended random variable
in IV ar, it is not a perceived variable in ΓV ar but its parents in the bayesian network are
perceived variables in ΓV ar, then the updated probability distribution over Y assigns to
each instantiations Y = y of variable Y a probability which is equal to the conditional
probability that Y = y is true given that the perceived instantiations of the parents of Y
are true (i.e. P (Y = y| {Xi = xi|Xi ∈ par(Y ), Xi = xi ∈ Γ})) (condition 2). In all
other cases the probability distribution over Y is not updated.

Space restrictions prevent a formal description of the belief update function bu of
the standard BDI agent. Let us only say that function bu (differently from the function
bu∗ of the BDIS agent) updates indiscriminately all beliefs of the agent, that is, at each
round the standard BDI agent reconsiders the probability distributions over all random
variables Y ∈ VAR (even those variables which are not intended).8

5 Experimental Results and Experimental Setting

In order to compare traditional and surprise driven strategies for belief update, we run
the standard BDI agent and the BDIS agent in simulative experiments in the foraging
scenario. Each reported experiment consists of 10 runs using different randomly gener-
ated initial conditions in a discrete world. Season length st is set to 15 rounds. Random
initial placements of agents and entities (fruits, trees) are used for all experiments. The

8 Function bu has the same three conditions of function bu∗ specified above. The only difference
is that in the three conditions of bu the requirement Y ∈ IV ar is not specified.



threshold Δ of belief update in the BDIS agent is set to 1. Thus, the BDIS agent
revises his beliefs only if a tree or a fruit of a certain color is perceived in a completely
unexpected position in the grid.

Given that environmental dynamics are independent from the agent activities, we ex-
pect that to higher dynamism correspond higher costs of belief change (and, on the con-
trary, to lower dynamism correspond lower costs of belief change). More than absolute
performance relying on the agent score (i.e. number of eaten fruits), we are interested in
monitoring the ratio between belief update costs and the absolute performance in terms
of eaten fruits. As in [14,15], in our experiments we evaluate the computational efforts
for epistemic activities. For each trial we define the belief change cost of an agent as the
total amount of belief change operations performed by the agent (i.e. the total number
of modifications of the belief base of the agent during the all trial). Obviously, if the
input belief set and the output belief set of the belief update function bu (viz. bu∗) are
the same, that is bu(Γ, B) = B (viz. bu∗(Γ, B, I) = B), then this does not count as a
belief change operation. We define the cost ratio c of an agent in terms of belief change
cost divided by the total amount of achieved task (number of eaten fruits). Namely, c
represents the unit of cost spent for each achieved goal.

Because of the distributions, the cost ratio of an agent presents a fluctuating course
before converging, hence each individual trial has to be sufficiently long for the effec-
tiveness to become stable. In order to measure the effectiveness in function of time,
we define a standard trial length of 600 rounds. We define the characterization of an
agent by averaging his cost ratio progresses for 10 trials. Experiments are conducted in
environments with three different levels of dynamism.

Static World: Fig. 2a shows the cost ratios of the two typologies of agents in a static en-
vironment (δ = 3, a tree changes its location every 3 seasons, 45 rounds). The standard
BDI agent attains an average of 25.9 eaten fruits on each trial, while BDIS achieves
an average performance of 21.7. Both agents show a comparable progress in terms of
cost ratio. On the long term they stabilize their knowledge through a low frequency of
belief change activities. Considering the low dynamism, once agents have overcome
their transitory progress the result of effectiveness converges towards a value c = 0.2.

Medium World: Fig. 2b shows the cost ratios of the two typologies of agents in an en-
vironment with medium dynamism (δ = 2, a tree changes its location every 2 seasons,
30 rounds). In terms of eaten fruits the BDI agent attains better performances (31.9)
than the BDIS (25.7). On the long term, cost performance converges to a value lower
than 0.3 for both agents, even if the BDI wastes more resources for belief change. De-
spite of a lower number of eaten fruits, the BDIS agent is able to maintain a better cost
ratio along the experiments.

Dynamic World: Fig. 2c shows the cost ratios of the two typologies of agents in a
highly dynamic environment (δ = 1, a tree changes its location at each season change,
15 rounds). Due to his epistemic activity, the BDI agent is able to maintain a more
consistent and complete knowledge of the environment. In so doing, he strongly over-
comes the BDIS agent in terms of achieved goals (25.9 average number of eaten fruits
against 21.7) but, accordingly, he faces with higher epistemic costs, even beyond the
transitory phase. The cost ratios of the two agents highlight a difference in performance:



Fig. 2. Cost performance measured in static (a), medium (b) and dynamic (c) environments

the BDIS cost ratio converges to a value of about 0.4 which is two orders of magni-
tude lower than the BDI cost ratio (0.6). The results of the experiments show that the
more an agent spends his resources for belief change, the more his beliefs will be cor-
rect thereby enabling the agent to eat more fruits. On the other side, the results of the
experiments show that in a very dynamic environment, the higher costs sustained for
belief update are not compensated by an enhancement of the performance (i.e. number
of eaten fruits).

6 Discussion and Future Works

The mechanism of surprise-based belief update modeled in this paper enables agents to
process perceived data according to their ongoing intentions. Hence, agents acquire the
capability to divide the overall set of perceived data in a relevant subset and a irrele-
vant one. The possibility to build agents which can filter out all irrelevant information
they get will be a critical issue for forthcoming cognitive systems (e.g. agents engaged



in a information retrieval task in the context of open system applications). We are ac-
tually working on a generalization of the model by introducing a more sophisticated
belief and expectation processing. As in [16], our aim is to have uncertainty in delib-
eration by using prediction models (i.e. forward models) and introducing a quantitative
dimension of goal importance (i.e. utilities of the expected outcome). Besides, we think
that the model presented in this paper provides a novel understanding of the issue of
intention reconsideration [14]. Since the persistence of an intention over time depends
on the persistence of those beliefs which support this intention (i.e. beliefs are reasons
for intending [2]), a surprised-based filter of belief update should affect persistence of
intentions in an indirect way, that is, an agent should revise his intentions only if he is
surprised by some perceived facts (since only in condition of surprise the agent’s beliefs
change). We would like to explore such an intriguing issue in a future work.
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